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Uphill
battle
AB delay may
cost history
month speaker
By HEIDI KEIBLER
Student government ed tor

SHERYL SUE SIDWELL/Sta photographer

Balancing act
Chr st Ba , a freshman Eng sh ma or, unpacks her be ong ngs and moves back nto Tay or Ha Sunday afternoon after
the week ong Thanksg v ng vacat on.

Charleston loses bid to host
1996 Junior Olympics events
By TRAVIS SPENCER
C ty ed tor

Charleston lost hope of hosting a
national track and field meet after a
site selection committee evaluating the
city decided it doesn t meet the minimum requirements
Charleston was one of three cities
competing to host the 1996 Junior
Olympics track and field meets which
would have drawn an expected 20 000
people and $15 million to the area

John Craft Eastern s acting associate
athletic director said the site selection
committee from the U S Track and
Field Association visited Charleston two
weeks ago and decided the city couldn t
meet the minimum transportation and
housing requirements
The committee s decision ended
Charleston s attempt to host the track
meet Houston will likely host the event
since Charleston has been ruled out and
the other finalist Omaha Neb withdrew its bid

“We are disappointed because we
thought we would have the opportunity
to present a proposal to delegates in St
Louis ” Craft said
Representatives from each community were to travel to St Louis Thursday
to make proposals to the association
Charleston representatives were scheduled to make a presentation and provide
information booklets to the committee
A host site was supposed to be chosen
♣ See OLYMPICS Page 2

The chances of Anita Hill
speaking on campus for
Women s History and Awareness Month in March may
have been decreased by the
lengthy delay in the Apportionment Board s allocation of money to the
University Board Lectures
Committee
The committee first requested $12 350 from the
Apportionment Board on Oct
25 to bring Hill to campus
but the AB sliced the proposal instead voting to allocate
$8 000 for a speaker The
Student Senate shot down
this allocation and sent it
back to the AB with a recommendation to allocate the full
$12 350
This debate continued for
three weeks with the funding
request being bounced back
and forth between the two
bodies before the senate
amended and then approved
the AB s $8 000 allocation to
the full $12 350 requested by
the committee
Eileen Sullivan assistant
director of Student Activities
said “it would be crazy not to
say” this delay hurt the committee s chances of bringing
Hill to campus
“The earlier you get information to a speaker who is
hot on campus issues the
better chance you have of
• See HILL Page 2

Faculty Senate to discuss BOG’s fate
By DAVE HOSICK
Adm n strat on ed tor

The Faculty Senate will begin discussion Tuesday to clarify the faculty s position on a bill in the Illinois
Legislature that could do away with
the Board of Governors
Senate Chairman John Allison said
faculty need to decide whether they
support the board or if they would
like to see a new governing system
“Right now there are people doing
things to us without the faculty having any input in the matter ” Allison
said
Allison said the senate will likely
discuss the governance issue at its
meeting at 2 p m Tuesday in the

BOG Room of Booth Library
The bill has been introduced in the
Legislature several times by state
Rep Mike Weaver R-Ashmore who is
calling for the BOG system to be
replaced by individual governing bodies for each university
The BOG is the governing body for
Eastern Western Illinois Chicago
State
Governors State and
Northeastern universities
Allison said the fact that the state
Legislature is now controlled by
Republicans may have an effect on
the success of the bill
“In the Legislature it is more likely
than before that the kill bill might be
approved ” Allison said
“But now the senate is less pre-

dictable ”
In other business at the meeting
the senate will hear a report from
senate member Lankford Walker of
the Fiscal Budget Oversight
Committee which has been studying
the benefits Eastern receives from
intercollegiate athletics
Walker said the report questions
whether the university receives any
money from its intercollegiate athletics and to what extent athletics affect
student enrollment
“Intercollegiate athletics was
responsible for a loss of $2 2 million to
the university ” Walker said “So far
there is no sports program at the
university that is financially stable
enough to support itself ”

Walker said the loss was compensated for by student fees state appropriations and non-operating revenue
such as gifts and endowments
Also the senate will again discuss
the new attendance policy and the
feasibility of a plus-and-minus grading system
“I hope the senate and the (Council
on Academic Affairs) will begin to
take some action and reach some closure on this issue ” Allison said
The idea of a new grading system
which would add pluses or minuses to
letter grades will be brought before
the CAA in the next few weeks
Under a plus-and-minus system
students would earn 3 5 grade points
for a B-plus compared to 3 0 for a B
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Supreme Court mulls term limits
WASHINGTON (AP) – A
political whirlwind called
term limits hits the Supreme
Court this week when the
ustices hear arguments over
states power to restrict the
years lawmakers may serve
in Congress
Twenty-two states have
taken that step but many
legal experts predict the high
court will use a dispute over
a 1992 term-limits measure
in Arkansas to find all such
efforts unconstitutional
Justices will hear the case
Tuesday
“The founders clearly did
not believe limits could be
placed on congressional

terms by the states said
University of Wisconsin constitutional scholar John
Kaminski
The prospect of a Supreme
Court setback doesn t faze
Paul Jacob executive director
of U S Term Limits He said
a court ruling that says
state-imposed term limits for
House and Senate members
are unconstitutional simply
would spark an effort to
amend the Constitution
“It won t be an easy ride
but popular support is enormous Jacob said
To become part of the
Constitution an amendment
requires the support of a two-

thirds ma ority of each chamber of Congress and then the
ratification of 38 states
Republican leaders initially promised some type of vote
on term limits within the
first 100 days of the 104th
Congress which convenes in
January But more recently
key GOP leaders have suggested public support for
term limits may have waned
now that Republicans are
gaining control of both the
House and Senate
Jacob disagrees “We will
hold their feet to the fire he
said “This is not a partisan
issue Term-limits supporters are seeking a vote in

Congress before the Supreme
Court rules which could be
as late as June
“With a vote on the record
term limits will be an issue
in the 96 elections Jacob
said last week while discussing his group s strategies
The Supreme Court case
focuses on two parts of the
Constitution
One specifies three qualifications for membership in
Congress minimum age
state residency and U S citizenship for a number of
years
The other empowers states
to regulate elections

FROM PAGE ONE
Hill
•From Page 1
getting them to speak ” she said
“Obviously we were pretty late ”
Sullivan said Hill s agent is supposed
to confirm whether Hill will come to
campus by next Wednesday
Hill gained national attention in 1991
when she went public with claims of
sexual harassment against thenSupreme Court nominee Clarence
Thomas

If Hill does come to campus a suitable location for her speech may be a
problem Sullivan said By the time the
committee had the money to bring Hill
to campus McAfee Gym the usual location for keynote speeches was booked
for the month of March
Sullivan said the committee has
instead reserved the Grand Ballroom in
the Martin Luther King Jr University
Union which holds about 900 people
“We were hoping to have a pretty big

place ” she said “We would hate to have
to turn people away ”
Hill has tentatively been scheduled to
speak on March 7 with March 22 as a
back-up date However these dates are
“all contingent upon her (Hill s) acceptance ” Sullivan said
Sullivan said she has “no idea”
whether Hill will speak on campus
“Time really hurt us once again ” she
said “We ll see maybe we ll get lucky
and she ll have some free time ”

Olympics
a large track meet was
another reason the committee re ected Charleston
“I disagree with them ”
Craft said “None of us
underestimated the magnitude of the meet If you organize and have a time schedule set we could have handled the athletes ”
Charleston has hosted the
Illinois
High
School
Association track meets for
more than 20 years
The Track and Field
Committee recommended
that Charleston should put
in a bid to host the 1997

♣ From Page 1
that day
Charleston and other surrounding towns within 30
minutes couldn t offer
enough housing and transportation Craft said
Craft said the Coles
County Memorial Airport
doesn t offer enough flights
for 6 000 athletes to come
into Charleston The lack of
hotels in the area was another factor in the committee s
decision
Craft also said the city s
lack of experience in hosting

Welcome Back Students

Youth Athletics Nationals
which involve 2 000 athletes
“They said we should start
out hosting a smaller event
than the Junior Olympics ”
Craft said
The 1997 event is too far
in the future for officials to
decide if Charleston will
apply “I m sure we ll give it a
lot of consideration ” Craft
said
Even though Charleston
couldn t house 20 000 people
Craft said Eastern s track
and field facilities were the
strongest advantages for the
city

“We came away shining
like a star in that aspect ”
Craft said
Because Charleston and
Eastern representatives have
prepared for more than a
month to host the meet the
city has benefited by gathering information into one
booklet Craft said
“Anytime you go in an
endeavor of that nature to
bring information together
for a single purpose you
always gain something ”
Craft said “Nothing ventured nothing gained ” Craft
said

At 14, boy
has 88
arrests
ELLAND England (AP) –
A 14-year-old boy has united
a West Yorkshire town
against him After six years
of vandalism and theft he s
blamed for causing insurance premiums to soar and
some firms to move away
Since age 8 when he
already was notorious for
stealing candy he has been
arrested 88 times and convicted of 130 crimes all
within 1 1 2 miles of his
home courts and police say
“He ought to be hung
Jackie Smith said of the boy
who began stealing from her
newsstand at age 7 “I ust
want to get my hands
around his neck and
squeeze the life out of him
Smith s shop suffered
$7 800 in damage from
three break-ins last fall She
has since had to pay for
surveillance cameras mirrors and metal shutters to
keep her insurance
“I would pay for stocks on
the precinct (town square)
and leave him there with
his pants down for a week
said Annette Ford who had
to shell out for more security
devices and higher insurance premiums for her
florist shop
The one-boy crime wave
rolls on because the courts
are unable to lock up one so
young The boy is often
ordered to go to a supervised youth center or perform community service
The teen-ager who cannot be named under a
British law protecting children promised last week to
go straight
“I m nearly 15 and I m old
enough to go to prison the
boy told ournalists in
Elland
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Retailers ready for long holiday haul
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The first weekend of the 1994
Christmas shopping season was a
blast for retailers and their customers as consumers scooped up jewelry, big-screen TVs and other topdollar items.
Several retailers said business was
better than expected Friday and
Saturday, with shoppers looking for
frills even as they searched for value.
The weekend’s strong results, which
indicated consumers are more
relaxed this year about spending
freely for Christmas, augured well for
the rest of the season.
At Sears, Roebuck and Co., “1994
was the best two-day Thanksgiving
effort in our history,” said John
Costello, senior executive vice president of marketing. Sears had strong
sales across a wide range of categories, including jewelry and widescreen TVs.
At R.H. Macy & Co. Inc., sales for
all of Thanksgiving week were up
about 7 percent, a gain chairman
Myron E. Ullman III described as
“pretty good.” Fine jewelry and men’s
sportswear were particularly good
performers, rising by double-digit
percentages from a year earlier.
Women’s sportswear, which lagged

Area retailers encouraged by weekend sales
Area retailers say sales from this
first weekend of the Christmas shopping season were encouraging and
business looks great for the rest of the
holiday season.
“The mall was swamped (last
Friday),” said Mike Witwicki, manager
of the Cross County Mall in Mattoon.
“By 8:10 a.m. the (shopping mall) halls
were packed with people.”
Many stores in Cross County Mall in
Mattoon opened as early as 8 a.m.
Friday in preparation for the biggest
shopping day of the year. Because of
the large number of holiday shoppers,
many store owners say they plan to
extend their hours for the remainder of
the season.
Rich Green, manager of the Sears

Brand Central Station in the Cross
County Mall, said he was very
impressed with the amount of customers Sears served during the weekend. He said since the store relocated
and expanded about one month ago,
business has increased dramatically
and this weekend’s business proved
even more promising.
Green said customers were purchasing everything from electronics to
appliances to clothing.
Marge Tarro, manager of Stuart’s in
Cross County Mall, said weekend sales
could have easily matched those from
last year.
“Practically everyone that came in
seemed like they were purchasing two
or three items,” Tarro said. “It was wonderful.”
Although many retailers are reporting consistent sales rates from last

year, they believe consumer confidence
may be slightly higher this year.
“As far as the economy, I don’t think
things have improved but they definitely haven’t gotten worse,” Kent Shehorn
said, manager of Waldenbooks at Cross
County Mall.
Shehorn said he also predicts strong
sales, comparable to last year, throughout the rest of the holiday season for
his store.
Only one store manager reported a
slow weekend for sales. Shawn Pruitt,
manager of Radio Shack, 628 W.
Lincoln Ave., said he did not see an
increase in business at his store even
last Friday.
“For it being the biggest shopping
day of the year, I only wrote 11 slips,”
Pruitt said.
Pruitt said he expects business to
pick up later in the holiday season.

throughout the fall because the
weather was too warm, picked up
now that the weather has turned
cold, Ullman said.
Smaller stores also did well. The
International Council of Shopping
Centers said sales from specialty

stores at 26 big malls around the
country rose 9 percent Friday.
“We were looking at a good season.
We didn’t know it was going to be
quite this good,” said John Konarski,
the trade group’s research director.
Jewelry sales were very strong, ris-

ing an unexpected 17.7 percent,
Konarski said. He noted “people defer
this kind of purchase” if they’re
uncertain about the economy and
their own finances.
Companies that track retail sales
also reported gains.

By NATALIE GOTT
Staff writer

Cold leftovers
Post-holiday temperatures
to stay chilly most of week
By TRAVIS SPENCER
City editor

Cold temperatures seem
to be the story for the next
few days, a local weather
observer said Sunday.
“It’s going to be cold, welcome back,” said Richard
Wise, an Eastern assistant
professor of geology and
geography.
Wise said the temperatures in the next few days
will be below freezing at
night and remain in the 40s
during the day.
“Tuesday will be the
worst day when it stays in
the 30s,” Wise said.
However, he said temperatures will climb back into
the 60s toward the end of
the week.
Rain showers ended on
Sunday, leaving most of the
severe storms in Southern
Illinois counties. Wise said a
tornado watch was in affect
in the southern counties,
but ended Sunday evening.
“It looks like we’ll settle
down and the temperatures
will drop steadily over the
day,” Wise said.
Sunday temperatures
around the lower 48 states
ranged from a morning low
of 8 below zero in Montana
to an afternoon reading of
91 at Corpus Christi, Texas.
Rollinsville, Colo., had a
wind chill equivalent of 41
degrees below zero.
Wise said the recent
thunderstorms were a result
of severe storms in the
West.
Snow fell across parts of
the Dakotas, Iowa, Minnesota and Wisconsin, with
6 to 7 inches of snow reported by midday in the area
from Sioux City, Iowa,
northward to Marshall,
Minn. Winds gusted to 50
mph in some areas.

Trees and power lines
were blown down at Clinton,
Ark., with some downtown
store windows broken, and
four small airplanes were
reported overturned at the
local airport, authorities
said.
Poplar Bluff, Mo., recorded 1.47 inches of rain.
Behind the storm, winds
gusted to 87 mph at higher
elevations of north-central
Colorado, with a gust to 78
mph at Rollinsville, about
30 miles northwest of
Denver. In northern Nevada, winds gusted to 92
mph at Slide Mountain.
In a two-week outlook for
the Charleston area, Wise
said the outlook will include
higher temperatures with
more precipitation.
“It will be warmer than
normal and wetter than normal from Dec. 1 to mid
December,” Wise said. “The
normal temperature is 42 to
45 degrees.”
He said to “hope for no
snow before finals, but it
probably won’t happen.”
Wise said the Charleston
area is past the date of the
first expected snow. He said
snow flurries are usually
seen around the middle of
October.
Wise also said the first
killing frost of 28 degrees
has yet to arrive.
“It’s really late,” Wise
said. “I still have live plants
outside.”
Even though snow hasn’t
fallen or the first killing
frost hasn’t arrived, Wise
said there may be a lot of
snow this year.
“If you believe in the old
farmer’s almanac, there’s
going to be a lot of snow,”
Wise said.
– The Associated Press
contributed to this story.

SHERYL SUE SIDWELL/Staff photographer

Meeting the head elf
Michelle Crook, 3-year-old daughter of Charleston residents David and Lisa Crook, visits
Santa Claus, also known as Charleston resident Mr. Fergy who plays Santa throughout
the area each year. The Crooks visited Santa Claus at Max Market on Sunday afternoon.

Parking permit sales to begin
By BRIAN HUCHEL
Campus editor

Campus police will sell spring semester parking permits to students from Dec. 5 through
Jan. 5.
In past years, police have begun selling permits for the spring term in January. By selling
permits at the end of the fall term, police hope
to avoid long lines, said Chief Tom Larson.
“Our sales for the spring semester aren’t usually as good as our sales for the fall (term) anyway,” Larson said. “This will just make things
that much easier. This will make sure there are
hardly any lines like some they have had this
year.”
Restricted permits, which are $75 per term,
allow students who are under 21 and have less
than 60 semester hours to park in the O’Brien
Stadium and 9th Street parking lots.
Unrestricted permits are $17.50 and are for
students 21 or older with more than 60
semester hours. Students with unrestricted permits may park in any student-designated park-

ing areas.
“This is only for students who are currently
active or who are already registered for their
classes next term,” Larson said. “New students
have to wait until January to buy their permits.
Students will not be able to buy permits for
the 1995 fall term yet, Larson added.
Transfer students who wish to buy permits
early must have at least 60 hours on record.
Those students not sure if they will have 60
hours at the end of the fall term should buy a
restricted permit, Larson said.
“If they buy and then don’t get enough hours,
they will be violating the rules,” Larson said.
“They can lose the sticker and be fined $25.”
In addition to selling the spring term permits
early, the campus police also plan to sell permits for the 1995-96 year through the mail next
year.
“At the end of spring we will begin putting
out information forms on buying permits that
people can pick up,” Larson said. “Students can
then send them back between June and July
and buy their permits through the mail.”
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Speaker must
look at bigger
picture, issues
If new y e ected Senate Speaker Chr s
Boyster ntends to br ng new fe to the
Student Senate, he needs to ook further than
a ro ca vote to ad ourn the week y meetngs.
Some ser ous ssues have been brought
befor e the senate
y, nc ud ng ack
Editorial recent
of d vers ty among ts
members, conf ct ng
nterpretat ons of the Student Government
Const tut on and the ab ty of execut ve off cers to effect ve y perform the r dut es.
But Boyster, who was e ected speaker at
the Nov. 16 senate meet ng, has sa d he w
work toward sma er, more techn ca ssues,
such as nsta ng a ro ca vote to ad ourn
meet ngs. He needs to put these type of
ssues at the back of h s agenda and nstead
focus on arger, student-or ented prob em.
Boyster s n the perfect pos t on to tack e
ssues such as d vers ty and the cred b ty of
the execut ve branch. He has two semesters
of exper ence on the senate and has a body
w th 17 new senate members to work w th.
He shou d use these factors to h s advantage by focus ng on some pert nent ssues
and mak ng some rea changes on the senate.
D vers ty w th n the senate shou d be one
of the f rst ssues he dea s w th. Boyster must
f rst determ ne whether the current senate,
wh ch numbers 30 wh te students, fa r y represents Eastern’s student body.
Boyster shou d a so focus on ssues such as
whether execut ve off cers can drop be ow 12
hours of c asses m d-semester, how to rev ta ze the C ty Counc student representat ve
pos t on, and mob ze the Student Senate
aga nst tu t on h kes.
These are the ssues that affect Eastern’s
students, the students who e ected Boyster
and the other senate members.
“It’s not a new or o d ssue, t’s a new start
ssue,” Boyster sa d of h s e ect on ast week.
By push ng for ong-ter m, arge-sca e
ssues, Boyster can mprove the current senate as we as set a precedent for future senates, therefore mprov ng th ngs for Eastern as
a who e.
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TODAY’S QUOTE

I’m sure he’s into some heavy
ideas. Like primal screaming.
Woody Allen

Quotes of the year belong in hall of shame
As the a semester w nds
o those n the stands were
down t s t me aga n to ook
parents
“Who knows
back ov ng y on some o the
Former UB Concert
persona t es and the r statewhat character Coord nator Er n Moore gave
ments wh ch have made th s
boot-scoot n ngerwill emerge this usckang
semester one not ust to be
good quote when she
remembered but cher shed
sa d “When we sa d we were
spring and
A ver tab e cornucop a o
hav ng country mus c peop e
become the
ack uster quotes can be
were ke – ck But th s
object of our
g eaned rom the tu t on h ke
aud ence s ready to put up a
ssue as the Board o
ght that th s s good
admiration?”
Adam
Governors once aga n to d
They re ready to say they re
more than 50 000 students McHugh
hav ng a damn good t me out
that they have to pay more
there ”
to get ess
How can anyone argue w th that vast vocabu ary
The statement wh ch best summar zes the BOG s
wh ch summar zes ust how Eastern s campus sudatt tude toward students came rom the w de aw
den y became a mecca o country mus c? The word
o Roger Roberson a board trustee rom
` ck ast sa d by has-been actress Deborah
Champa gn Roberson ca m y d sm ssed the student
Foreman n the m “Va ey G r ” s an exce ent
representat ves attempts to ho d the tu t on h ke
way to descr be UB s ab ty to br ng a good act to
vote th s month nstead o Oct 28 by say ng “You
campus – or the students not the parents
young peop e get ed up w th programs that are
t has been Student Government though that
sapp ng away our money But the BOG s the reahas prov ded readers w th the most awe- nsp r ng
son you are ed up You guys need to gure t out ”
heart e t statements th s year
Gee Roger thought t was your ob – a ong
A though t s d cu t to choose ust one quote
w th the other e ght trustees – to sten to the stuthat best descr bes the r ded cat on to the student
dents and cons der what s best or them A ter a
body there s one that de n te y comes to m nd
they are pay ng your sa ary
nstant y
Board Chance or Thomas Layze prov ded
And surpr s ng y enough t s not rom BOG
another notab e quote say ng the board he d the
Student Representat ve Matt G ordano No the
dec s on another month they wou d be “out o
quote o th s young academ c year comes rom
step” w th the rest o the state un vers t es wh ch
(drum ro p ease) BHE representat ve Gary Owen
have a so acked tu t on up th s a
Owen who a ong w th h s cohorts voted down
F rst ho d ng the dec s on wou d not have made
hav ng An ta H come to campus was a so there
a d erence w th the no s Board o H gher
or the students when he sa d g ven the chance to
Educat on wh ch approves budgets and subm ts
speak aga nst the tu t on h ke he wou d not
them to the Genera Assemb y
H s reason ng “At the eve we re at now we re
Second thought h gher educat on was about
bare y mak ng ends meet and we don t want any
earn ng Compar ng th s ser ous ssue to some
cuts ”
demented orm o country ne danc ng s a travesWhat Owen s rea y say ng s that he tru y en oys
ty
h s country ne danc ng c ass w th Moore and he
That br ngs me to the Oct 29 appearance o
wou d hate to see t e m nated rom the un vers ty
country act D amond R o
These statements rom Roberson Layze Moore
Now have never been a b g an o country
and Owen have made Eastern such an nterest ng
mus c dung-k ck ng boot scoot ng or ne danc ng
p ace to be th s a
but th nk t was n t a y a good dea to br ng var Who knows what character w emerge th s
ety to campus
spr ng and become the ob ect o our adm rat on?
What s r ghten ng however s that Un vers ty
T me w te
Board may be pursu ng more country acts Even
– Adam McHugh s ed tor a page ed tor and a
though the Parents Weekend Concert was we co umn st or The Da y Eastern News
attended you must remember that more than ha

Your turn
Cougill must change
policies if he wants
to serve next term
Dear ed tor
Ask anyone on campus who
Dan Coug s and the response
you get w not be a happy one
Most peop e w say that he s
the guy who changed the bar
entry age rom 19 to 21 He s
not a an o many co ege students at Eastern
n act he s the mayor o
Char eston And yes he d d
change the entry age He started
a “war” w th the students and
now he won t ta k to The Da y
Eastern News because the paper
has pr nted art c es that he
doesn t ke
th nk an o c a s go ng to
have an mpact on the campus
ke Coug has he shou d
respect the act that we as students want to know why he
made changes
He shou dn t ra se the bar
entry age and then stop ta k ng
to the students We have a r ght
to express our emot ons and our
v ews on the matter
As an e ected o c a Coug
needs to be accountab e to
exp a n the rat ona e n response
to what we are say ng
Coug s who e out ook on ra sng the entry age was to cut
down on underage dr nk ng but
has that been the case? Everyday
that read the paper
nd that
more peop e have been arrested
on charges o pub c possess on
se ng a coho w thout a cense
or other a coho -re ated m sdemeanors

Doesn t Coug know that students are go ng to dr nk anyway?
Coug s changes aren t work ng
H s po cy s s mp y ne ect ve
n add t on by attempt ng to
contro the students he s pena z ng the bar owners Ra s ng the
entry age has e m nated a ma orty o the reshmen and sophomores and maybe some o the
un ors wh ch s now caus ng the
c os ng o bars that have done
bus ness n th s commun ty or
years
Coug certa n y cannot be
cons dered one o those votehungry po t c ans who thr ves on
popu ar ty he wants to be ree ected or the next term he
needs to th nk o a d erent tact c
to ga n the pub cs votes
She ey Lucas

People should avoid
stereotyping other
religions, members
Dear ed tor
Scott ones etter o Nov 16 s
d cu t to re ute on y because
t s so poor y organ zed and
wr tten t seems to have been
composed n a stutter ng tw tchy
conn pt on t at the very dea o
someone cha eng ng the
assumpt ons o h s tt e conservat ve c que
Two h nts on sty e Scott F rst
ca m down be ore you wr te And
second go to the wr t ng center
on the th rd oor o Co eman
Ha where sk ed and enthus ast c tutors are eager to he p you
So ar as can g ean Scott s
ma or comp a nt s that the etter
rom Chas Hutson accuses Doug

Bunna o be ng a Chr st an
agree that th s s not a charge
that shou d be made ght y –
how dare she? On what grounds
does Hutson base th s s ander?
We w th n Bunna s own etter
he uses terms ke “gospe ” and
“sacrament” n a stra ned attempt
at metaphor that reca s erry
Fa we at h s most or d
Moreover on the same day
Bunna s ep st e was pub shed
ers or the “Fa thbu ders” B b e
study/ e owsh p group were
posted around the campus w th
Bunna s name and phone number
sted as a contact
Presumab y th s was su c ent
ev dence or Hutson s c a ms
My own ear est ntu t on concern ng Bunna re g ous be e s
was keyed by the v gor he d sp ays n m nd ng the bus ness o
others Th s “God and know
best” att tude s the centerp ece
o the Chr st an eth c – neverm nd such a terthoughts as sa vat on or d v ne ove
P anned Parenthood con cts
w th mora codes o Bunna or
ones they have every r ght not
to ut ze t Persona y
nd
Chr st an ty eth ca y repu s ve
w th a h story o b gotry and
b oodshed unmatched by any
other creed
But don t demand the
destruct on o the churches –
ust don t go Rather than ca or
the 700 C ub to be censored rom
the pub c a rwaves turn the
channe
can to erate peop e w th d erent v ewpo nts or soc a needs
than m ne Un ke Bunna m not
a Chr st an
Stuart L A bert
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Rabbi
killed
near
Hebron
BEIT HAGAI West Bank
(AP) – A rabbi was shot to
death and an Israeli policeman wounded in a hail of
bullets fired at their car
Sunday as they drove toward
a Jewish settlement Islamic
militants claimed responsibility
The shooting on the eve of
the Jewish holiday of
Hanukkah occurred 3 miles
from Hebron where tensions
have been high since the
massacre of 29 Muslim worshipers by a Jewish settler at
a mosque Feb 25
It came a day before
Israeli Foreign Minister
Shimon Peres was to meet
with PLO leader Yasser
Arafat in Brussels Belgium
and as the cycle of violence in
the West Bank and Gaza
Strip is pushing negotiators
to speed up the peace process

SHERYL SUE SIDWELL/Sta photographer

Music man
J.C. Sanford, a graduate student n the mus c department, pract ces h s trombone for h s azz essons Sunday afternoon
n the Doudna F ne Arts Center.

Legislature to focus on crime Illegally dumped trash
bill, property tax relief veto becoming a problem
SPRINGFIELD (AP) –
Senate Republicans will
decide the course of a highprofile crime bill when the
Legislature reconvenes and
the House may hand Gov
Jim Edgar a defeat on property taxes
The second half of the
Legislature s fall veto session begins Tuesday and
only a few items are likely to
surface In addition to crime
lawmakers must decide
whether to override a veto
on property-tax relief and
consider warnings from a
ma or horse-racing mogul
The crime bill could be
swallowed up in partisan differences
Chicago Mayor Richard
Daley a Democrat is pushing the measure dubbed the
“Safe Neighborhoods Bill ” It
was approved easily in the
Democrat-controlled House
and then sent to the
Republican Senate

WHAT’S COOKIN’
LUNCH SPECIALS

•

Bar-B-Que ch cken
sandw ch on ka ser ro
w/cup of soup or sa ad
Ham and beans w th
corn muff n
Canad an bacon and
cheese ome ette muff n
and cho ce of fru t or
sa ad
EVENING SPECIALS
MON.–SAT. AFTER 5PM

•
•

• Ch cken mozzare a
sa ad and gar c
bread

GREAT BREAKFASTS
EVERY MORNING!
409 7th St.• 345-7427

But Senate Republicans
say they are scrutinizing the
bill because it duplicates
measures already sent to the
governor
Sen Carl Hawkinson the
Galesburg Republican who
chairs the Judiciary Committee says he hopes to produce a revised version for
the two chambers to consider
Hawkinson wouldn t say
what he considers duplicative or what might be left if
those items are eliminated
Measures already on the
governor s desk include the
death penalty for drive-by
killings permission for
statewide grand uries to
investigate gang activity and
longer sentences for gangrelated crimes All are key
provisions in the Safe
Neighborhoods Bill
But that bill also is supposed to permit more adult
trials for uveniles increase
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sentences for top drug dealers require safe storage of
guns in the home and
increase penalties for deaths
in child-abuse cases
Some Democrats fear the
GOP is preparing to block
the legislation because it
might help Daley They note
some provisions – such as a
ban on assault weapons –
have already been removed
to assuage Republicans
Rep
Tom Dart
DChicago said the GOP must
be willing to cooperate
“If there are some legitimate concerns with one or
two provisions everybody is
willing to work them out ” he
said
The House will decide
whether to accept the governor s veto of a tax break The
bill would freeze the value of
property for tax purposes at
1994 levels for senior citizens making $35 000 a year
or less
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PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
The only OFF Campus Housing
ON Campus
)

☞Now Leasing for Spring ‘95
Loca ed ac oss om he Un on on 7 h S ee

•1,2 & 3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
•Free Parking
•Free Trash
•Dishwashers
•Central AC
•Balconies
•Laundry
Call anytime

348-1479
for an appointment!

Three
bedroom
apartment
available for
Spring!
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By BRIAN HUCHEL

trash over time has
caused an increase in the
university s fees for trash
disposal
Eastern s trash currently goes to a landfill northwest of Charleston
It is relatively easy to
tell when trash left in the
Dumpsters is not university generated Weidner said
“For one usually the
trash bags are a different
color than the ones that
the university uses ”
Weidner said “It isn t substantial enough to cause a
big difference in the
amount of trash
“When we find someone
else s trash we generally
look through it to find a
name and an address we
can use to track them
down ” Weidner said
“Then we ust call them up
and let them know they re
doing something wrong ”

Campus ed tor

Physical Plant workers
have recently noticed an
increase in the amount of
trash being illegally
dumped in university
Dumpsters Physical Plant
Director Ted Weidner said
Sunday
University rules state
that university trash bins
are to be used only for the
disposal of trash that is
generated by the university including trash from
residence halls and academic buildings University employees and
Charleston residents are
not allowed to deposit
trash in the bins
Weidner
said
the
amount of trash that has
been illegally dumped has
not been substantial
although the additional

San Francisco
49ers
vs.
New Orleans
Saints

348-8282

Serving Charleston & Eastern Illinois University

426 W. Lincoln
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Monday Nite Football Special
One Large 14” One Topping Pizza
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Monday, November 28, 1994

The world according to Newt
MARIETTA, Ga. (AP) –
The threat of a wedding without relatives and banishment
from the family home might
have discouraged most 18year-olds from marrying their
high school math teacher.
Not Newt Gingrich.
Maybe his parents had a
point when they said he was
too young to get married. But
he was sure he was right.
Nothing was going to stop
him.
Now the Republican
Party’s bad boy – the one who
brought down Speaker Jim
Wright on ethics charges,
sabotaged President Bush’s
budget agreement with
Congress
and
called
President Clinton the enemy
of normal people – is about to
fulfill a 20-year ambition to
become speaker of the House.
Most Americans know the
pudgy, gray-thatched Georgia
congressman as a strident
partisan, a man who says
compromise is anathema,
who rails against the “counterculture’’ and the welfare
state and wants a schoolprayer amendment to the
Constitution.
But Newt Gingrich is not
as simple as that. And his
speakership may not be,
either.
This symbol of fiery conservatism has a gay sister
and a pro-choice daughter.
The crusader for radically
downsized government has
several relatives on the public payroll – including a sister
who’s a Medicaid administra-

“H

e convinced
me he was going to
build a reform
Republican Party
that was going to
be attractive to
blacks and women.”
– Lee Howell
Former Gingrich campaign supporter
tor. The man who made his
career by going for other people’s jugulars weeps, friends
say, at some of the personal
attacks on him. The history
professor is also a futurist
who envisions a computerized
country with states in space.
Republicans view Gingrich
as a hero whose master planning and 10-point “Contract
with America’’ catapulted
them to House control after
40 years in the minority.
Democrats and liberals
attack him as cold-blooded
and hypocritical – a selfappointed ethics watchdog
with questionable practices of
his own, a family-values promoter who ditched his first
wife as soon as he was elected
to Congress, a man who
would cut off cash to young
unmarried mothers and build

orphanages for their kids.
Yet Gingrich’s tactical
skills, honed as a campaign
manager from high school to
graduate school, are giving
Democrats a bad case of what
one newspaper called “Newt
envy.”
He used to declaim to an
empty House chamber after
hours, witnessed only by a
few C-SPAN viewers. Now he
has the opposite problem. His
wife told him last week that
he was overexposed. “`I said,
I agree with you, and I’m live
on CNN in about 10 minutes,’” an exuberant Gingrich
told Republican governors.
Along with the publicity
comes scrutiny, and Gingrich
doesn’t like that part. But as
he said in launching his campaign against Wright in
1988: “He’s the speaker, and
everything he could have
done all his life as a backbencher becomes self-destructive when he becomes third
in line to be president of the
United States.’’ Gingrich’s life
is dense and textured, a
series of family and political
dramas riddled with conflicts
and reconciliations.
“He convinced me he was
going to build a reform
Republican Party that was
going to be attractive to
blacks and women. He was
very much a moderate back
then,’’ said Lee Howell, a liberal who worked for
Gingrich’s losing campaigns
in 1974 and 1976 but more
recently has helped his opponents.
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lations to mandated automobile airbags and fuel efficiency,’’ Nader complains.
Conservatives argue that
the WTO, where each country will have just one vote
regardless of its size, represents a dangerous threat to
American sovereignty.
“We ought to have an
America First trade policy,’’
says Buchanan. “GATT and
the
World
Trade
Organization it creates represent a wholesale surrender of American sovereignty
and states rights.’’ The
Clinton administration is
predicting it will win when
the House votes on Tuesday
and the Senate on Thursday.
Opponents hope an advertising blitz focusing on the
WTO will sway undecided
senators,
but
Senate
Republican Leader Bob
Dole, R-Kan., predicted
Sunday that the pact would
win easily in that chamber.
“I think it’s going to be
fairly widespread. I hope it
is,’’ he said on NBC’s “Meet
the Press.’’ Senate passage
is expected to require 60
votes, the number needed to
suspend budget rules.
Treasury Secretary Lloyd
Bentsen said he believed
GATT would pass, but told
CBS’ “Face The Nation’’ on
Sunday, “I don’t think it’s a
slam dunk.’’
The IMF and the World
Bank were created, but
Senate conservatives defeated President Truman’s bid
for U.S. approval of the ITO.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

HANOI, Vietnam (AP) –
Workmen on Sunday
knocked through a wall of a
prison nicknamed the
“Hanoi Hilton’’ by U.S. servicemen held there during
the Vietnam War. A luxury
hotel is to be built on the
site.
One former POW, retired
Navy Capt. Cole Black, carried away a few souvenir
bricks from the prison, a
place of pilgrimage for
returning veterans.
Black and his wife, along
with other American
tourists on a bus tour,
peeked in the front gate at
the intact cell blocks.
“They liked to put people
in irons – medieval-type
punishment,’’
Black
recalled later. “The treatment was very bad.’’ At the
rear of the structure, workers with a backhoe and
sledgehammers opened a
hole big enough for trucks
to enter.
The prison, whose real
name is Hoa Lo, was built
by the colonial French government
and
held
Vietnamese nationalists
and communists during the
1940s and 1950s. The first
wife of Gen. Vo Nguyen
Giap, commander of the
guerrilla forces that drove
France out of Vietnam in
1954, died there in the
1940s.

WASHINGTON (AP) – In
the trench warfare over a
new trade agreement, no
battle has been more
intense than the one waged
over the international body
being created to police the
new rules of global commerce.
To opponents, the World
Trade Organization symbolizes everything that is
wrong with the pact – big,
global government that will
trample American laws protecting the environment,
health and safety standards.
President Clinton and
other supporters see things
differently, arguing that
fears about the WT O are
grossly exaggerated. They
insist that creation of a new
referee for trade disputes is
in America’s best interests
and will mean more victories in the fight to open
overseas markets for U.S.
businesses and farmers.
Like the North American
Free Trade Agreement last
year, WTO’s opponents represent odd bedfellows, ranging from Ralph Nader and
Jesse Jackson on the left to
Ross Perot and Patrick
Buchanan on the right.
To liberals, the WTO is an
attack on the environmental
and health safeguards they
have spent a lifetime building up in the United States.
“One swift vote by
Congress could jeopardize
30 years of progress by the
American consumer in areas
ranging from pesticide regu-
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Kevorkian A law for the ages?
at suicide Other states may follow
of woman Proposition 187’s lead
DETROIT (AP) – The
expiration of Michigan s
temporary ban on assisted
suicide had no effect on
the timing of the death of
an ailing woman who
inhaled a fatal dose of carbon monoxide Dr Jack
Kevorkian s lawyer said
Sunday
“Our position is that the
whole thing has been
unconstitutional since Day
One attorney Michael
Schwartz said “He wasn t
waiting for the law to
expire He doesn t time
these things It s up to the
patients to decide
Kevorkian was present
Saturday at the death of
Margaret Garrish 72 who
suffered from rheumatoid
arthritis colonic diverticulitis osteoporosis and
other ailments Both legs
had been amputated and
she had lost an eye
It was the 21st death at
which Kevorkian was present since 1990 but the
first since Nov 22 1993
Oakland
County
Medical Examiner L ubisa
Dragovic ruled Garrish s
death a homicide saying
she couldn t have killed
herself without someone s
help

NOGALES Ariz (AP) –
From hardscrabble little
towns along Rio Grande bottomland to booming cities in
desert mountains Americans
along the Mexican border are
eyeing California s tough new
anti-immigration law with
envy
Some observers had dismissed the popularity of
Proposition 187 in California
as mostly reflective of that
state s particular problems a
sagging economy overburdened schools overflowing
hospital emergency rooms
But an Associated Press
reporter who drove from
Texas through New Mexico
and Arizona the week after
Californians approved the
new law found plenty of nonCalifornians ready to blame
illegal immigrants for their
assorted ills
Liberal or conservative
well-off or poor regardless of
whether they are white black
or Hispanic residents resent
their tax dollars being spent
on “the wrong people providing welfare food stamps and
other support to those they
say don t belong here
“Too many people are coming Maria Cadena says in
her native Spanish from
behind the counter of her
clothing shop in Fabens
Texas pop 5 200 a few miles

south of El Paso “Too many
are on welfare
Her sentiment was not universal Others living along
the 2 000-mile border fear a
crackdown on illegals can
only harden attitudes toward
people with brown skin
Others fret that the Mexican
customers they depend upon
will boycott U S businesses
So far no state has formally
proposed
following
California s
lead
but
Proposition 187 advocates say
they ve had feelers from
states along the Mexican border and from Florida More
importantly the anti-immigrant movement seems headed for Congress
California Gov Pete Wilson
has suggested Congress adopt
a federal version of Prop 187
and such key Republicans as
U S Rep Lamar Smith of
Texas and Sen Alan Simpson
of Wyoming say they will
include
many
of
the
California ideas in sweeping
reform measures they ll introduce in January
Still Republicans are
deeply divided over how far
reform should go William
Bennett criticized Wilson last
week for “scapegoating immigrants and Jack Kemp said
strengthening the Border
Patrol was a better idea than
banning kids from school
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power around Bihac
U N officials are instead
pressing the Bosnian government to accept a peace settlement offered by the Serbs on
condition they keep the 70
percent of Bosnia they now
hold
The U N previously brokered a plan that would have
reduced Serb territory to 49
percent of Bosnia
NATO s Secretary-General
Willy Claes and Perry admitted they could not stop the
assault on Bihac and Perry
suggested the Bosnian government had lost the war
“The Serbs have
occupied 70 percent of the country Perry told NBC “There s
no prospect as I see it of the
Muslims winning that back
He noted the government had
tried with offensives such as
last month s from Bihac but
“the Serbs have demonstrated military superiority on the
ground NATO would comply
with any U N request for
more airstrikes but it
seemed they would not save
Bihac Perry added And no
request appeared forthcoming
Late Saturday the U N
Security Council again
refused to call in NATO
airstrikes The council designated six Bosnian regions
including Bihac as safe
havens but has never said
how to defend the zones
Claes told Belgian television there was an “infernal
contradiction between the
U N s mission to keep peace
and NATO s to impose it

R

Security Council has
refused to intervene on the
government side
Bihac Mayor Hamdi a
Kabil agic speaking by radio
with Sara evo vowed Bihac
would never surrender and
denied a U N report that the
government army s 5th Corps
blew up its Bihac headquarters and retreated north
The Serbs have vowed to
destroy the 5th Corps which
launched a successful offensive from Bihac last month
only to lose much of the captured territory later
Elsewhere Serbs again
humiliated the United
Nations apparently taking
102 Dutch and 62 British
U N soldiers hostage as they
transported supplies through
eastern and central Bosnia
The Dutch peacekeepers
were en route Saturday to the
eastern
enclave
of
Srebrenica The British were
headed for Gorazde another
eastern enclave and Kisel ak
ust west of Sara evo said
U N spokesman Ma Herve
Gourmelon
They were last heard from
in Serb territory Gourmelon
said
The Serbs now have more
than 400 peacekeepers under
their control since threatening to take hostages in
retaliation
for
NATO
airstrikes around Bihac last
week
Fear of more retaliation
against the 24 000 peacekeepers in Bosnia is one reason U N commanders have
refused to call in more air

Friends
&Co

R

NATO: Rebel Serb attacks
rendered them ‘powerless’
SARAJEVO
BosniaHerzegovina (AP) – Rebel
Serbs pounded the outskirts
of Bihac in northwestern
Bosnia Sunday as U S and
NATO officials admitted they
were powerless to stop the
advance
U S Defense Secretary
William Perry even suggested
that the Bosnian government
had now lost the 31-month
war
The Bosnian government
said it would accept a U N
proposal for a Bihac ceasefire demilitarization of the
“safe area and withdrawal of
forces said Michael Williams
spokesman for Yasushi
Akashi the chief U N envoy
in former Yugoslavia
Bosnian Serbs have
demanded a nationwide
cease-fire Their answer to
the U N proposal was not
immediately known
Serb fighters from Bosnia
and neighboring Croatia now
control 30 to 40 percent of the
U N -designated “safe area”
at Bihac and there was no
sign their assault would stop
U N officials said shelling
and heavy small arms and
machine-gun fire rang out
southwest and east of Bihac
town
The capture of Bihac would
be the strongest indication
yet that the United Nations
can t stop the war with peacekeeping troops or even NATO
airstrikes on the Serbs The
government forces haven t
been able to beat the Serbs
on the battlefield and the
UN
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THE MONDAY SPECIAL
Medium 2 TOPPING Pizza
only

$4.49

+ tax

•Breadsticks - $1.99
•Cheesesticks - $3.30

348-5454

GRAND OPENING
December 3rd 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

603 Madison
Charleston, Il 61920

217-345-7838
Owner, NEAL DILLON

CAR AUDIO & ELECTRONICS
SALES & INSTALLATION
• Subwoofer Systems
• Car Audio
• Custom Installations
• Auto Security
• Radar Detectors • Competitive Pricing
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University Theatre
Presents

A Charles Dickens’
CHRISTMAS
CAROL
Performances are at 7pm

December 1,2,3,5,6,7,8,9,10
And at 2pm December 4
on the Mainstage
$8.00 • Adults
$6.00 • Seniors
$6.00 • Faculty & Staff
$3.50 • Children
$3.50 • EIU Students

Tickets on Sale at the
University Theatre Ticket Office in the
Doudna Fine Arts Center
Open: Mon. - Fri. 1pm - 5pm
Or call • 581-3110
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THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
POLICY
The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

HELP WANTED

WANTED

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

HOMETOWN SECRETARIAL
SERVICE will type your
research papers, thesis,
reports, business letters. 3457341, leave message.
__________________12/12

H E L P WA N T E D , L U N C H
TIME DRIVER AND WAITRESS.
HONG
KONG
H O U S E . 1 5 0 5 1 8 T H S T.
APPLY IN PERSON.
___________________12/2
Apps now being accepted
for our activities, habilitation
and dietary dept. FT and PT,
all shifts available. FT hab.
starts at $5.30 w/ increase
to $5.50 after 90 days
(insurance pkg. and other
benefits, also). Why work for
minimum when you can
work for us? Apply at 738
18th St. Chas. Il, 61920.
E.O.E.
___________________12/9
$1500 weekly possible mailing our circulars! No experience required! Begin Now!
For info call 202-298-8952.
__________________12/12
A L A S K A E M P L O Y M E N TFishing industry. Earn to
$3,000-$6,000+ per month +
benefits. Male/Female. No
experience
necessary
(206)545-4155 ext A57383.
___________________12/2
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINGEarn
up
to
$2,000+/month working on
Cruise ships or land-tour
c o m p a n i e s . Wo r l d t r a v e l
(Hawaii,
Mexico,
the
Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal
and Full time employment
available. No experience
necessary. For more information call 1-206-634-0468
ext. C57383.
___________________12/9
A P P L I C AT I O N S
NOW
BEING ACCEPTED FOR
COOKS
AT
THE
U P TO W N E R .
623
M O N R O E . N E E D TO B E
AVAILABLE FOR SHIFTS
BETWEEN 9AM-10PM. NO
PHONE CALLS.
___________________12/2

Will by extra graduation tickets for Dec. 10 at 2:00.
Need them now to make
arrangements, call Kristi at
345-9374.
__________________11/29
WANTED: Extra graduation
tickets for 2 pm ceremony,
willing to pay $$. Call- leave
message at 234-3294.
___________________12/2

DORM SIZE REFRIGERATORS AND MICROWAVES
F O R R E N T. C A L L 3 4 8 7746.
__________________12/12
AVA I L A B L E
SPRING
SEMESTER, two bedroom
apartment. Water and trash
paid. 947 4th street. CALL
348-7746.
__________________12/12
AVA I L A B L E
SPRING
SEMESTER, extra large furnished two bedroom, 1 1/2
bath apartment, trash paid,
free laundry facility, 1017
Woodlawn. Call 348-7746.
__________________12/12

1988 BERETTA GT. FULLY
LOADED W/ALL THE OPTIONS.
DIGITAL DASH, CHERRY RED,
EXCELLENT COND. HIGH
MILES. ASKING $4800. #2157.
_____________________11/28
Graduation sale! Q-size futon,
portable computer & printer,
computer desk &
chair, 13”
television & Cart, Lazyboy, 10
gallon fish tank and microwave
oven. 345-7964.
_____________________11/30

HELP WANTED
TYPIST, 5-15 hours per
week. Manpower Temporary
Services is looking for a parttime typist for a Charleston
Office. The qualified candidate must have excellent typing skills, and be proficient
with Work Perfect 5.1. Perfect
for a student interested in
making money and gaining
office experience. Call today
for
an
appointment.
Manpower
Temporary
Services, 345-6700 or 2351441 EOE M/F/H
___________________11/29
NOW HIRING!! STOP THE
FAST FOOD CYCLE! WE
OFFER A PROFESSIONAL
ATMOSPHERE,
PAID
TRAINING, GREAT PAY,
LEARN A SKILL FOR THE
FUTURE. PART TIME
EVENINGS
AVAILABLE
WITH FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES. CALL 348-5250.
__________________12/12
SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT-MANPOWER
S E RV I C E S I S L O O K I N G
FOR A PART-TIME ATTENDANT
FOR
A
C H A R L E S TO N S E RV I C E
STATION. THIS POSITION
IS FOR SUNDAY NIGHTS
AND OTHER SHIFTS FOR
FILL-IN. IF YOU ARE
INTERESTED IN MAKING
S O M E E X T R A M O N E Y,
CALL
US
TO D AY ! ! !
MANPOWER TEMPORARY
SERVICES, 345-6700 OR
235-1441 EOE M/F/H
__________________11/29

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OFFERED
TRAVEL
TRAINING/SCHOOLS
HELP WANTED
WANTED
ADOPTION
RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES
SUBLESSORS
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
LOST & FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS

T
H
E

SERVICES OFFERED

ADOPTION
Licensed Mass. Adoption
Agency helping those considering an adoptive placement.
Legal, confidential. Allowable
expenses paid. Call 800-3333424 for more information.
______________11/28-12/9,

SUBLESSOR
SUBLESSOR NEEDED 1
BRDM FURNISHED APT.
S P. ‘ 9 5 A B O V E C O A C H
EDDY’S. RENT NEGOTIABLE. 345-2367.
___________________12/2
Female sublessor needed
for Sp. ‘95. $177/month. If
interested call Michelle 3454073.
__________________11/24
SUBLESSOR
NEEDED
SPRING ‘95, PARK PLACE
A PA RT M E N T S .
OWN
R O O M . C A L L M AT T AT
348-6494.
__________________11/29
Male sublessor needed for
Sp. ‘95. Located at 9th and
Buchanan. Contact Don at
345-4918.
__________________12/12
SUBLESSOR
NEEDED
FOR SPRING ‘95. 2
BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE,
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. CALL
345-6722 OR 345-2363.
__________________11/29

FOR SALE
M A C I N TO S H C O M P U T E R .
Complete system including
printer only $500. Call Chris at
800-289-5685.
______________________12/2

LOST AND FOUND
FOUND: PERSONALIZED PIN
INSCRIBED WITH “BEST WISHES FROM LAVERNE MERRELL”
FOUND AT STUDENT GOV’T
ELECTIONS POLLING STATION
IN LUMPKIN. CALL 3209 TO
CLAIM.
_____________________11/28
LOST: Meteorology today textbook in BB 218A. If found please
call (618)829-3887.
_____________________11/28
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NEED A GREAT
BIRTHDAY SURPRISE?

Put a Photo and a Message in
The Daily Eastern News
on your friend’s b-day

FOR ALL TO SEE!
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ONLY $

Deadline is 3 business days
before it should run

Daily Eastern News
Classified Ad Form

Name: _______________________________________
Address: _____________________________________
Phone: ______________________Student

❏ Yes ❏ No

Dates to run___________________________________
Ad to read:

Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
❏ Cash
❏ Check
❏ Credit
Check number________________

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

MONDAY
P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

NOVEMBER 28

WTWO-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8, 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

Wheel of Fortune
Cops
Fresh Prince
Blossom

News
Entmt. Tonight
The Nanny
Dave’s World

News
Wheel of Fortune
Coach
Coach

SportsCenter
Wings
NFL Prime Monday Wings
Murder,
She Wrote

Love Connection
Jeffersons
Movie:Police
Academy

MacNeil, Lehrer

Designing Women
Designing Women

Roseanne
Roseanne

Beyond 2000

Lamb Chop
Reading Rainbow

...Boss (6:05)
...Boss

Future Quest
Think Twice

Unsolved
Myst.

Melrose Place

Natural World

Little House on
the Prairie

Movie:The
Scarlett O’Hara

Movie:A Child’s
Cry for Help

Murphy Brown
Love & War
Northern Exposure

NFL Football: Bills
at Steelers

Auto Racing

Windsor:A Royal
Family

Movie:Extreme Close-

Party of Five

Intimate w/Whales

St. Elsewhere

War

Deep
Space Nine
Cops
Cops

Hitler-The Whole

News
Panther Country
Trailside
Movie

Matlock

News
Jay Leno (10:35)

News
David (10:35)

WWF Wrestling
Silk Stalkings

Drag Racing
SportsCenter

Wings
Wings

Up

News
Night Court
Simon & Simon

Good Neighbors
Movie

Next Step

Unsolved
Mysteries

Story
Natural World

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

TOKENS IS THE ONE AND
ONLY SECRET SANTA
HEADQUARTERS. GREAT
GIFT IDEAS, CARDS, AND
CLOTHES. NOW YOU CAN
CREATE
YOUR
OWN
UNIQUE X-MAS CARDS
AND ORNAMENTS TOO.
_______ca11/28,30, 12/2,6,8
PRE LAW ELECTIONS
Wednesday November 30,
1994 at 4:00 Rm 203. For an
application call Julie-8102.
___________________11/30
GREEKS/CLUBS/ATHLETICS-GET THE SERVICE
THAT YOU DESERVE!
Reserve your Spring Vacation
to South Padre Island today!
Group di$count$ for six or
more. 1-800-838-8203.
_______ca11/28,12/5,12, 1/9
Wanted: Graduation tickets
for Fall Ceremony- Dec 10 at
2:00- Will pay-Please call
946-4218.
___________________11/30
CONGRATULATIONS CHRIS
BOYSTER on being elected
New Senate Speaker. I knew
you could do it!! Luv, Jules.
___________________11/28

Enter the “Spirit of Christmas”
outdoor decoration contest
for City of Charleston residents. Winners receive $cash
&/or prizes. Categories: Best
Lights, Most Unique, Best
Theme. $5/category fee (proceeds donated to overall winner as cash prize). Judging is
12/13. Call 345-6897, Chas.
Recreation Dept., 520
Jackson for details.
___________________11/29
LOOK SHARP! Come on
down to DONNA’S CLEANERS, 704 Jackson 345-3454.
Check our weekly specials.
___________________12/9
CHARACTERGRAMSMusical/comedy, characters
for all occasions. Police
woman, Elvis, comedy strippers and more. 348-8498.
11/2,4,9,11,16,18,30,
12/2,7,9,
Attention Students: Coming
soon...Stix Sunday Brunch
Club. Registration at the
Union Wednesday, Nov. 30,
9am-4pm. Cost of $1. Save
up to $3 on every meal!
___________________11/29

CAMPUS CLIPS
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA Stress Reliever will be at 8 p.m.
Monday in the Grand Ballroom in the martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Liturgy Preparation will be at 7
p.m. Monday in the Newman Office.
LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL Allies Union weekly meeting will
be at 7 p.m. tonight in Coleman Hall room 228.
THE COUNSELING CENTER will offer “Breaking up is hard to
do,” a workshop to learn new ways to accept a loss at 7 p.m.
tonight in the Counseling Center.
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENt Center will host “Job
search strategies for people with disabilities from 4:30 p.m. to
5:30 p.m. Tuesday in the Oakland room in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
SIGMA RHO EPSILON meeting will be at 5:30 p.m. tonight in
Buzzard Building room 108
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

DON’T PASS BY
THIS DEAL!
IT'S THE 10 WORDS
FOR $1 DEAL!
The News will run your 10 word
FOR SALE ad for $1* per day

*The 10 words for $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to sell an item or items priced lower than
$300 (max. of 3 items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. All
items must be priced. ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID.

Name: _______________________________________
Address: _________________Phone: ______________
Dates to run _______________________

Message: (one word per line)
______

______

______

______ ______

______

______

______

______ ______

Person accepting ad _______________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ___________Compositor__________
No. words/days___________________Amount due:$ _____________
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Chicago win, Minnesota loss
leaves Bears in first all alone
TEMPE Ariz (AP) – Kevin Butler kicked
the Chicago Bears right into first place in the
NFC Central
“It could have been Greg Davis or me there
at the end Either one of us could have done
it Butler said Sunday after his fourth field
goal of the day a 27-yarder with 6 49 left in
overtime ended his duel with the Arizona
kicker and gave Chicago a 19-16 victory over
the Cardinals
The Bears (8-4) who learned during the
game that Tampa Bay had beaten the
Vikings took over sole possession of the division lead heading into a Thursday night
game at Minnesota
“It feels great but there s still four or five
games left coach Dave Wannstedt said “We

still have a big game at Minnesota Arizona
(5-7) needs to win its last four games to finish
above 500 under first-year coach Buddy
Ryan
“The way you tackle in a football game is a
great indicator of how ready you are to play
Our tackling today was unacceptable Ryan
said
And things have changed for the Vikings
who were thinking Super Bowl three weeks
ago Now they can t even beat Tampa Bay
Eric Guliford s botched punt early in overtime led to a 22-yard field goal by Michael
Husted and a 20-17 victory for the Buccaneers who snapped a six-game losing streak
and sent the Vikings to their third defeat in a
row

JERRY ’S PIZZA
& PUB
CORNER OF 4th & LINCOLN
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happen (But) we went out
and made it happen We shut
them down – they didn t
have anything going all day ”
Eastern umped on the
board early piecing together
an 11-play drive on its first
series that ended with Chris
Hicks 2-yard touchdown
plunge And Eastern scored
on a 12-play march on its
second possession that saw
Willie High crash in from
three yards out to give the
Panthers a 14-0 lead
Saluki kicker Ryan Given
booted a 36-yard field goal to
cut the lead to 14-3 but
Eastern would get in the end
zone again before the half
Starting a drive with two
minutes 24 seconds left in
the half Eastern ran the
two-minute drill to perfection reaching the Southern
12-yard line with 1 04 left
but were then backed up to
the 27 after getting hit with
a personal foul call
Quarterback Pete Mauch
then dropped back to pass

took off from the pocket
leaped over one defender and
faked out two others en route
to a 23-yard pick-up High
then slammed his way in
from the one to put Eastern
up 21-3 after two quarters
“Our offensive line dominated their front guys ” said
High who rushed for 165
yards on 36 carries “The
holes were there and we ust
kept pounding them ”
Largent would nail a 45yard field goal to put the
Panthers up 24-3 but it really wasn t needed as the
defense put the clamps on
the Saluki offense
Senior defensive tackle
Kevin Zeng collected a pair
of sacks and eight tackles
Miller had a sack of his own
while spending virtually the
entire afternoon in the
Saluki backfield and middle
linebacker Tim Carver had
14 tackles to become Eastern s all-time tackle leader
with 429
And Panther seniors Aaron Hill Jason Calabrese
Greg Jensik Don Mensik

Foo ba

Conf
6-0-0
4-2-0
420
3-3-0
2-4-0
2-4-0
0-6-0

A
8-3-0
8-3-0
650
5-5-1
5-5-0
4-7-0
1-10-0

Last week s games
Eastern 24 Southern 3
Nor hern owa 27 E Wash ng on 17
SW M ssour 19 Jacksonv e S 15
Youngs own S 14 nd ana S 13
Wes ern 73 Murray S 17

Duane Conway Paul Pennington Mark Thiessen
Mike Richart Chris Wilkerson Zeng McElroy and
Miller were given the one
thing they ve never experienced while at Eastern – a
winning season
“I ll remember this game
especially winning four
straight ” Miller said “and
I ll remember that I left
Eastern as a winner ”
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Professional
Help Needed!
Gain sales experience working as
an advertising representative for
The Daily Eastern News.
Apply in North Gym of
Buzzard Building.

Con e ence

Team
Northern owa
Western no s
Eastern
no s State
nd ana State
SW M ssour State
Southern no s

LARGE

SINGLE INGREDIENT SINGLE INGREDIENT
PIZZA & QT. OF COKE PIZZA & QT. OF COKE

Football
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Ultimate Grilled
Chicken Sandwich $3 49
Swiss, Mushrooms, & Canadian bacon

Marty’s West Texas Chili $125

$3 Pitchers
Lite & IceHouse

NFL Trivia - WIN A PRIZE!
Play Lucky Numbers
Drawings at the Quarter

plus: 3 for $1 Chili Dogs

Tonite: 49ers vs. Saints

Honors
♦ From Page 12
He picked up 1 154 yards on the ground this
year
Zeng who was a second team pick in 1993
was third on the team with 81 tackles and
also had three quarterback sacks and six
tackles for losses
Jensik had 38 catches for 692 yards the
most of any Panther since 1989 and was No
3 in the league with 63 receiving yards per
game
Richart averaged a 90 percent grade in
leading the Panther offensive line which
gave up ust 18 sacks and helped the offense
to the No 2 ranking in the league (358 1
yards per game)
Mauch was No 2 in passing efficiency in
the Gateway and No 3 in total offense He
was the first Panther quarterback since 1977
to finish with positive rushing yardage (171)
Wilkerson had 63 tackles including five

sacks and four tackles for losses
Miller was second on the team with 98
tackles and tied for the team high with six
sacks He also had seven tackles for losses
Eight players also received Gateway
Conference All-Academic honors with Carver
(3 90 GPA) the only player to receive unanimous first team honors of the 37 athletes who
were chosen for the awards
Center Chris Anderson (3 72) and safety
Curt Ringhofer (3 48) were also first team
selections
Honorable Mention honors went to fullback
Chris Hicks (3 06) kicker Steve Largent
(3 10) defensive tackle Curtis Price (3 18)
linebacker Matt Sweeney (3 00) and tight end
Mark Thiessen (3 02)
Carver and Anderson were also named to
the District 5 All-Academic team
– Staff report

Volleyball
♥ From Page 12
of preparation and Youngstown s luck
“We sat and watched (the play-in between
Youngstown and Troy State) and it wasn t
particularly well-played ” she said “It was
one of the slowest collegiate matches I d seen
played
“In our match Youngstown dug up everything It was probably one of the best matches they ve played in years Their kids were
loose – they had nothing to lose and we
didn t play with the same intensity as we had
been
“You don t get second chances ”
Eastern was led by Sadler s 30 kills and 22

digs in the match and was seconded by
Sherri Piwowarczyk s 8 kills and Kara
Harper s 20 digs Harper also added 54
assists
Youngstown was knocked out in the finals
by Valparaiso in three games Valparaiso
traveled out West this weekend to play Big
Sky champ Idaho and the winner of that
match receives an automatic bid to the NCAA
Tournament
As for the Lady Panthers Ralston thinks
they will stay strong next year if they can
replace Sadler at half of her pace
“We only lose one starter ” Ralston said
“The future looks bright ”
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3 West Lincoln, Charleston
Across from McDonald’s

345-4743

2 medium Pizzas $

with 1 topping

99

8

2 large pizzas
with 2 toppings

9 99

$
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Eastern opponents look to improve in Mid–Con
much last year” Kerwin added
A few more hopefuls Kerwin has high
expectations for include 6-foot-7-inch
senior forward Orlando Patrick who finished second in scoring at 11 3 points
and second in rebounding at 5 4
Senior guard Kevin Rhodes averaged
10 6 ppg and made 56 of 167 three-point
attempts Six-foot-six-inch power forward George Milsap also returns for a
second season with Western after averaging 8 9 points and 4 9 boards per
game
Boasting more depth than usual
Kerwin expects senior point guard
Andre Humphrey (5 7 ppg 3 5 assists
per game) unior transfer Jason Hein
and 6-foot-4-inch JUCO transfer Kevin
McKinney to see plenty of backcourt
action Hein played basketball for Austin
Peay for two seasons before transferring
to Western
In the frontcourt Kerwin welcomes
back 6-foot-9-inch center Shelby Thurmond who returns for his senior year
after sitting out last season During the
1992-93 campaign Thurmond was one
of the NCAAs top shot blockers
Although this season gives Western a
chance to start anew Kerwin hasn t even
a foggy notion what to expect from a
Mid-Continent Conference that has
undergone a ma or face lift with six new
teams
More importantly though Kerwin
thinks Western can contend for the MidCon title
“Anytime you re in a program that
winning habit needs to be developed ”
Kerwin said “You have to go on the floor
feeling you can beat people you wouldn t
have beaten two or three years ago ”
Eastern s Panthers will travel to
Macomb to play Western on Jan 5 Eastern will host the Leathernecks at 7 30
p m Feb 4 at Lantz Gym

Western hoping
experience can
key resurgence
By JOHN FERAK
Sta wr ter

Editor s note This is the first in a ninepart series previewing the Eastern men s
basketball opponents in the Mid-Continent Conference
During the past few seasons Western
Illinois men s basketball has been the
Mid-Continent Conference s version of
the hapless Dallas Mavericks
But despite back-to-back 7-20 seasons
coach Jim Kerwin is breathing a sigh of
relief these days knowing that six
Leathernecks return from last year s dismal squad including 6-4 unior swingman Garrick Vicks a preseason AllConference pick
Last year s club began the season with
only one player with prior experience in
a Leatherneck uniform which probably
required Kerwin to carry a Who s Who
roster at all times
“We had no experience last year ”
Kerwin said “It s tough – they don t realize the step up they have to make The
intensity on this level is much higher”
However Vicks was one of those
JUCO transfers whose intensity uiced
up the Leatherneck squad The unior
from Detroit led Western in scoring with
15 2 points per game and eight rebounds
per contest
Kerwin says he does not want to see
Vicks as a one-man offensive highlight
film for Western this year
“Garrick was our leading scorer and
rebounder but we relied on him too

Valpo women’s
coach fitting in
well with team
By ANTHONY NASELLA
Sta wr ter

Editor s note This is the first in a
nine-part series previewing the Eastern women s basketball opponents in
the Mid-Continent Conference
The women s basketball program at
Valparaiso University has taken some
steps toward building on its future
The Lady Crusaders squad is basically made up of uniors Six return
with substantial experience and Valparaiso has a new head coach Keith
Freeman All this points toward a potential promising future in the newlystructured Mid-Continent Conference
But for now Freeman – not thinking about the future – said the current plan for its 1994-95 season is
simple
“I m looking for a good effort from
every player ” Freeman said “We re
not setting any long-term goals We re
all ust trying to get used to each
other And so far the effort has been
good ”
The two returning starters for the
Lady Crusaders who finished last
season 14-13 and 10-8 in the Mid Con
are Sarah Schmoyer and Carrie Forsman
Schmoyer a six-foot unior forward
returns as Valparaiso s top scorer (13
points per game) and rebounder (6 9
per game) Forsman a 6-foot-1-inch
unior center averaged 9 2 points and
5 8 rebounds per game in her second

Defense
† From Page 12
Senior Will Macon crashed the boards for
DePaul as he recorded a double-double by collecting a game-high 17 rebounds and scoring 19 points
“You can t give up that many rebounds ” said
Eastern head coach Rick Samuels “We really got
hurt on the boards ”
Not going to the charity stripe in the first half
showed that aggressiveness was not a ma or part of
the Panthers game either
“It shows how aggressive we werent in the first
half ” Landrus said “We didn t even shoot a free
throw”
Add a little confusion to Easterns debut and it
sums up well how the Panthers performed in front
of a Horizon crowd of 8 566
“We gave them so many open threes ” Landrus
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said “They sent substitutions into the game and we
wouldnt know who we were guarding”
Blue Demon senior and All-American candidate
Tom Kleinschmidt lived up to his expectations as
DePauls leading scorer this season
Exploding for 17 points in the first half
Kleinschmidt finished the contest with a game-high
27 points He shot 9-for-11 from the free-throw line
and was 2-for-4 from beyond the three point arc
“Kleinschmidts ability to shoot the ball was hard
for us to defend ” Samuels said
But the Panthers realized they couldn t give
excuses for their actions as they chalked up the
non-conference loss to experience
“Were going to play teams ust as big ” Landrus
explained “Were going to have to find a way to get
on the boards ”
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season as a starter
Other returning uniors looking to
contribute are Michelle Schultz (10 7
points per game 6 3 rebounds per
game) Lisa Diefenthaler (7 1 points
3 6 rebounds) Heidi Diefenthaler (6 4
points 3 0 assists) and Darcie Miller
(5 1 points 4 2 rebounds)
Freeman who takes over for Dave
Wolter compiled an 85-25 mark in
four years at St Joseph s college including a trip to the NCAA “Elite
Eight” in 1992
And with only one player left from
the 1991-92 Lady Crusaders squad
that was the winningest team in
school history (20-9) Freeman said he
is looking forward to starting a new
winning tradition at Valparaiso
“We need to get the same level-type
players here ” Freeman said “We
don t have an Indiana player on our
roster That will change ”
Valparaiso has had a history in
recent seasons of scoring big Two
years ago the Lady Crusaders were
first in the nation in offense averaging 91 4 points per game and scoring
100 points in 10 contests
But Freeman is also looking for a
balanced defense
“We have people who can score ”
Freeman said “We re tying to focus on
defense and taking better shots ”
Freeman said he s hopeful that his
unior-dominated squad can make up
for the offense lost by departing players Michelle Russell (18 7 points per
game) and Shari Toelke (14 6 points
per game)
“We have a good team ” Freeman
said “But we ust can t afford any
players being hurt ”
Eastern will travel to Valpo on Jan
21 and will host the Lady Crusaders
at Lantz Gym on Feb 23

• From Page 12
talk in the locker room “And
we talked about getting into a
flow offensively”
The Panthers managed to
close the gap to 12 points with
15 42 left in the game but
they could not hold off the
Blue Demons who shot 58
percent from the field (32-55)
and from three-point range (712) Eastern shot ust 41 percent from the field
“(DePaul) had so many open
threes ” Landrus said “They
sent substitutions into the
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game and we wouldn t even
know who we were guarding ”
Johnny Moore came off the
bench to score 12 points for
Eastern and Louis Jordan
added 11 points and four
assists
Samuels said that his team
made some mistakes defensively but he did not discount
the smooth offense of the Blue
Demons
“DePaul played very well ”
Samuels said “I think we ll
make a lot of progress from
this point ”
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Blue Demons scorch Eastern, 96-73
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Assoc ate sports ed tor

ROSEMONT – At least the Panthers
can take solace in the fact that the Blue
Demons are probably the toughest team
they will face all season
Senior forward Will Macon had a
career high 19 points and 17 rebounds
and Tom Kleinschmidt scored a game
high 27 as the DePaul Blue Demons (10) beat Eastern Illinois (0-1) 96-73 in
front of 8 566 fans at the Rosemont
Horizon on Saturday night
Panther coach Rick Samuels knew
his team lacked height but did not
expect the Blue Demons who outrebounded Eastern 41-29 to dominate the
inside like they did
“They played very physically and I

Panther defense collapses
in season debut with DePaul
By DAN FIELDS
Sta wr ter

ROSEMONT – Panther guard
Derrick Landrus summed it up best
by explaining how DePaul shut
down Eastern Saturday at the
Rosemont Horizon
“They played good defense ” Landrus said
Unfortunately the same couldn t
think at points intimidated our kids
because of their strength on the court ”

be said of the Panthers
After a 96-73 defeat to the Blue
Demons of the Great Midwest
Conference Eastern found itself
statistically on the lower end
against DePaul
Besides the 23-point defeat the
Panthers were outrebounded 41-29
and shot a paltry 43 percent to the
Blue Demons 58
† See DEFENSE Page 11
Samuels said “You can t give up that
many rebounds We really got hurt on

the boards ”
Eastern got off to a quick start behind
the three-point shooting of Derrick
Landrus whose three 3-pointers in a
one minute 30 second span helped put
the Panthers up 20-19 midway through
the first half
Landrus led all Eastern scorers with
20 points on 6 of 10 field goal shooting (4
of 8 from three-point range)
The Blue Demons then went on a 140 run to build a 13-point lead with seven
minutes left in the half The Panthers
got as close as nine points but DePaul
outscored Eastern 9-2 to end the half
and put the Blue Demons up 48-33 at
the break
“We talked about getting them off the
boards ” Landrus said of the halftime
• See DEPAUL Page 11

Football Panthers gain winning season
Fourth straight win gives Eastern
first season over .500 since 1989
By RANDY LISS
Sports ed tor

FILE PHOTO

Eastern quarterback Pete Mauch scampers from the pocket n search of a
f rst down dur ng a game ear er th s season. W th the r 24-3 w n over
Southern on Nov. 19, the Panthers notched the r f rst w nn ng season s nce
1989.

It s been a long five years for the
Eastern football team
Since 1989 the Panthers have
been handed four straight sub- 500
seasons suffering a number of onepoint defeats being dealt thunderous
blowout losses by national Division IAA powers and falling short of team
goals year after year
So when Bob Spoo received a water
cooler shower on the sidelines after
Eastern s 24-3 win over Southern
Illinois on Saturday Nov 19 at
O Brien Field relief and exhilaration
were not simply words of what might
have been in the Panther locker room
any longer
“I m so proud of these kids I can t
tell you ” Spoo said “I think we
played hard and I think we came
close to dominating We didn t let up
today ”
The win Eastern s fourth straight
left the Panthers with a 6-5 final
record and a 4-2 mark in the
Gateway Conference good enough to
tie them for second place in the

league with Western Illinois
“This was all a team effort ” said
linebacker Mike Miller one of 12
Eastern seniors to play in their final
collegiate game “I m real happy to be
a part of these seniors and this team
and to go out on a winning note ”
It began with Panther cornerback
Ray McElroy belting out a wonderful
rendition of the national anthem
before the game and ended with
Spoo s sideline shower afterward picture-perfect proofs that this was
indeed Eastern s day
The Panther offense marched up
and down the field against Southern
(1-10) rolling up 422 total yards to
the Salukis 114 And the Eastern
defense which has been the key to its
four-game win streak put up another
tremendous effort in its finale holding Southern to only 73 yards on the
ground and forcing senior quarterback David Pierson into a 7 for 26
41-yard passing day
“They couldn t do anything on us ”
Miller said “At first I was kind of
scared that everyone was going to
come in and ust think it was going to
♣ See FOOTBALL Page 10

Nine gridders named to All–Gateway team
Nine of Eastern Illinois football players received
All-Gateway Conference football honors last week
Four were named to the first team led by unior
linebacker Tim Carver who was the runner-up for
defensive Player of the Year honors
Carver led the Gateway in tackles and also
broke three Eastern records – most tackles in a
single game (31 against the University of Texas-El
Paso) most tackles in a season (179) and most
career tackles (429)
Carver who has 18 straight games of ten or
more tackles was second in voting behind

Northern Iowa linebacker Andre Allen who won
the award for the second year in a row
Also receiving first team honors were tailback
Willie High cornerback Ray McElroy and defensive end Kevin Zeng
Wide receiver Greg Jensik and offensive tackle
Mike Richart were voted to the second team
Honorable Mention picks were quarterback Pete
Mauch linebacker Mike Miller and defensive end
Chris Wilkerson
McElroy s selection to the first team marks the
third straight year he has received the honor He

collected 76 tackles (seven for losses) and broke up
ten passes He was also selected to play in the
Blue-Gray All-Star game on Christmas Day in
Montgomery Ala
High was picked to the first team for the second
straight year after finishing second in the Gateway
in rushing at 104 9 yards per game
High a unior is currently fourth on Eastern s
all-time rushing list with 2 773 yards and is in
reach to break the Gateway s record of 3 466 career
rushing yards held by former Panther Jamie Jones
♦ See HONORS Page 10

Volleyball team exits tourney early
By TIM BROZENEC
Sta wr ter

After nine consecutive Mid-Continent Conference volleyball victories the regular-season conference title and
the right to host the conference postseason tournament
Eastern hoped that momentum could carry it to the
tournament crown
On Friday Nov 18 the Lady Panthers were denied
their goal Eastern was upset in the first round by
Youngstown State leaving coach Betty Ralston only one
explanation why

“The nightmare came true ” she said
The contest s line score read 15-13 4-15 15-13 9-15
and 15-10 ending a successful year for the team and
the playing careers of three Eastern seniors
Senior Kaaryn Sadler left with a bang as she made
an all-tournament team for the ninth consecutive time
and more prestigiously was selected as the Mid-Con
Player of the Year
Ralston said the loss which finalized Eastern s overall record at 17-16 was a combination of Eastern s lack
♥ See VOLLEYBALL Page 10
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